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Abstract:The purpose of this study was to investigate the effects of learning activities based on argumentation about “Force and
Motion” unit on conceptual understanding and views about establishing thinking friendly classroom environment of 7th graders. The
study was conducted with total 39 students (20 students in experimental group and 19 students in control group) in a secondary
school. The experimental group received learning activities based on argumentation while the control group received regular science
learning depending on the current science curriculum for over five week period. Both groups were given Force and Motion Concept
Test and Thinking Friendly Classroom Scale before and after the instruction. Besides, six students from the experimental group were
interviewed after the instruction about conceptual understanding and thinking friendly classroom features by a form developed by
the researchers. The results showed that there isn’t a significant difference between conceptual understandings of experimental and
control group students. Besides, it was found that there is a significant difference between thinking friendly classroom scale of
experimental and control group students in favor of experimental group. Moreover, the results of the interviews conducted with six
of experimental group indicated that they feel themselves in thinking friendly classrooms and with a fine conceptual understandings
are fine although they have some misconceptions.
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Introduction
The studies about how science concepts can be learned better showed that students had difficulties about learning
science concepts, so many misconceptions in science subjects and problems in connecting their science knowledge to
their daily lives (Akkus and et al., 2003; Aydin, 2008; Bar & Travis, 1991; Baser &Cataloglu, 2005; Seloni, 2005; Baskan,
2006; Baysari, 2007; Chen, Hand &Mcdowell, 2013; Costu and et al., 2007; ErduranAvci, Kara & Karaca, 2012; Tao &
Gunstone, 1999; Yagbasan & Gulcicek, 2003). These results were supported by internationally comparative exams such
as PISA and TIMSS which aim to determine about how students solve problems in their daily lives upon science courses
(PISA, 2012 National Preliminary Report 2013; TIMSS, 2011 National Preliminary Report 2014). The reasons of
students’ low success in researches and the misconceptions they had were that the science concepts were abstract and
the teaching methods and techniques weren’t enough to teach these abstract concepts (Demirci, 2008; Duit & Treagust,
2003; Okumus, 2012; Uzun, Gelbal & Ogretmen, 2010; Yildiz, 2008;).
Turkish Science Curriculum has a variety of teaching methods and techniques in consistent with its context. The basic
philosophy of Turkish Science Curricula since 2005 is constructivism. However, inquiry and argumentation is
emphasized more specifically in 2013 Turkish Science Curriculum. According to this recent 2013 curriculum’s new
approach, the inquiry process in courses tackles not only “discovery and experiment” but also “explain and create
argument” process (Turkish Ministry of National Education Board of Education and Discipline Primary Science
Curriculum [MEB], 2013). Students should know how to argue in order to explain natural world around them with
strong warrants, attend to decision-making process in scientific and socio-scientific subjects actively and make the
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right decisions in these subjects (Kutluca, 2012; MEB, 2013; Temizyurek, 2003). Argumentation provides students to
think like a scientists and it is a method which finds out student’s thinking process and develop reasoning mechanisms
(Kelly & Takao, 2002; Osborne and et al., 2004). On the contrary many researches emphasize its important role in
developing qualified conceptual understanding and scientific thinking on students, it is seen that argumentation is not
widely and frequently used in science courses (Driver and et al., 2000; Karisan, 2011; Suzuk, 2011; Zohar & Nemet,
2002). It is reported in many studies that argumentation couldn’t be practiced in science courses effectively because
teachers are inadequate in starting and continuing argumentation process, they are lack of knowledge about
argumentation, there are problems about creating active arguing environments and as a result students aren’t used to
argue with others (Driver and et al., 2002; Driver and et al., 2000, Okumus, 2012; Ulucinar Sagir, 2008). From this point,
it is thought that the learning activities in this research are useful for teachers who meet with argumentation first time
to teach how to start and continue argumentation process in science courses.
In the argumentation process students not only learn the science concepts and identify the knowledge, but also
construct old knowledge and scientific rules to new conditions by asking questions, make contact between own
knowledge and environmental phenomenon, create arguments and claims and also use reasoning skills (Deveci, 2009;
Dori and et al., 2000; Kutluca, 2012). When the argumentation is examined as a part of thinking process, it can be seen
that it takes an active role in construction of knowledge (Kuhn, 1993; Lawson, 2003; Tumay, 2008). Because
argumentation includes process of rebutting opposite opinions and making run the opinions in the practice stage, it is
related to conceptual change and higher order thinking skills closely (Arli, 2014; Dole &Sinitra, 1998; Gultepe, 2011). In
this respect it is believed that the activities for this research contribute students’ conceptual understandings and
teachers and student’s behaviors which are indicative of thinking.
There are so many researches about ‘Force and Motion’ unit in use of a variety of methodological approach. In the
exploration and inquiry process, not only students learn science concepts through experimentation and discovery, but
also they should learn through create an argument in which they explain their observations with strong warrants. It is
believed that the learning activities based on argumentation in this unit will be reference to show how the
argumentation model can be used in science courses. Therefore, this study aims to answer following research
questions:
1. Is the learning activities based on argumentation in seventh grade “Force and Motion” unit effective on students’
conceptual understandings?
2. Is the learning activities based on argumentation in seventh grade “Force and Motion” unit effective on establishing
thinking friendly classroom environment?
Argumentation
Argument is a combination of theories and evidences which come up with an explanatory result or support or rebut a
claim or a model (Toulmin, 1958). Duschl & Osborne (2002) define argument as a mortar which keeps together
evidences and theories in environments in which constructions of scientific explanations are actualized. Additionally
Kuhn (1991) and Means & Voss (1996) define argument as assertion, claim or thesis which warrants accompany to
support, verify or corroborate.
While Sampson & Clark (2008) define argument as a structure which is constructed to indicate and justify claims and
explanations, they define argumentation as all of the complex processes of formation of the structures used by
individuals. Therefore argument and argumentation concepts differ from each other. In the same way Yerrick (2000)
and Solomon (1991) define argumentation as a configuration process of argument and they define argument as a part
of this process.
Argumentation is a process in which different opinions are evaluated by individuals (in same or different viewpoints)
to solve a problem, understand a phenomenon, decide on an issue or put forward opinions, criticize and evaluate these
opinions and it is also all of the operations in this process and cognitive products as a result of evaluation of the process
(Kuhn, 1993, 1992, 1991; Simon, Erduran & Osborne, 2006; van Eemeren, 1996; van Eemeren, 1995). JimenezAleixandre & Erduran (2007) define argumentation as an experimental and theoretical model which emerges as a
result of defending main claim with evidence and justification in accordance with data in scientific issues.
In light of all these definitions and explanations, argumentation is line of conversations in which individuals try to
prove their opinions’ accuracies and validities with evidences and warrants in environment open to social interaction.
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Toulmin’s Argumentation Pattern
Toulmin defines argumentation as an activity in which individuals put forward claims, support their claims with
warrants in related to data, specify the claim’s validity in different conditions and support their warrants (Osborne,
2005).
The starting point of an argumentation is putting forward an opinion (viewpoint, assertion, thought) against to a
phenomenon or a situation. In other words, an individual tries to prove the opinion about a situation. This component
is specified as “claim” in Toulmin Argumentation Pattern (TAP). The conditions like statistics information and
evidences which the claim is based on, is evaluated as “data” component in TAP. When there is an uncertainty about
data’s accuracy, using additional data or different evidences to verify the available data is “warrant” in the model.
Warrants explain how the individuals evaluate the data after reasoning process between data and claim and how the
claim is formed. The “backings” is one of the components which intensifies the warrant for acceptance, provides
understanding the causes of argumentation and provides the reliability of claim in the model. Individuals question
warrant’s reliability with backings and if there are unreliable or incorrect backings, these backings enable individuals
to exclude the claims. In an argumentation “qualifier” component states the situations in which warrants are not valid.
The circumstances in which the claims are incorrect and invalid states “rebuttal” component (Driver and et al., 2000;
Scheweizer, 2002; Simon, Erduran& Osborne, 2006; Toulmin, 2003).
Six components in Toulmin Argumentation Pattern and their relationships between each other are given in Figure 1.

Qualifier
Claim
based on data

Data

Warrant
prove the connections’ accuracy
between data and claim

Rebuttal

Backing
show the warrant’s accuracies
Figure 1.Toulmin Argumentation Pattern (Toulmin, 1958)
While claim, data, warrants and backings are the main components of Toulmin model; qualifiers and rebuttals
components usually have been using in the complex arguments (Driver and et al., 2000).
When Toulmin examines argumentations in different fields, he states that some components of the model can be
variable and others can be stable (Toulmin, 2003). If the components demonstrate change depending on fields
(medicine, law, science), these components are designated “field-dependent” or “field-variant”. If the components don’t
show change depending on field, these components are designated “field-invariant”. While backing, warrant and data
can be field-variant or field-invariant, claim, rebuttal and qualifier are field-invariant (van Eemeren, 1996; JimenezAleixandre & Erduran, 2007).
Thinking and Argumentation
In recent years, there is a growing number of studies focus on argumentation discourse in science context (Driver,
Newton & Osborne, 2000; Duschl & Osborne, 2002; Erduran & Jimenez-Aleixandre, 2008; Erduran, Simon & Osborne,
2004; Kuhn & Udell, 2007; Lawson, 2003). These works are related to two frameworks. One of them is related to
science studies highlighting the importance of discourse in the construction of scientific knowledge and consequences
for education, the other one is related to socio cultural perspective which notices the role of social interaction in
learning and thinking processes (Jimenez-Aleixandre & Erduran, 2007). So science education can be conceivable as
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promoting a way of thinking and not as a body of knowledge and fixed facts (Driver & Newton, 1997; Zohar & Nemet,
2002). Driver, Newton & Osborne (1998) and Kuhn (1992) state that courses involving argument will require students
to externalize their thinking because argument involves the exercise of reasoning. Educators seek to develop thinking
skills in order to make students become proficient in advancing, critiquing and defending claims in reasoned
discussions with each other (Kuhn & Udell, 2003).
Constructing an argument involves considering alternative positions. Even arguments constructed by a student are put
together by thinking of cases that the arguments have to contest (Driver and et al., 1998). When children engage in such
a process and support each other in high quality argument, the interaction between students does not only promote
reflexivity, appropriation and the development of scientific knowledge, but also students try to grasp the connection
between evidence and claim is to understand the relationship between claims and warrants by using thinking (Quinn,
1997). Therefore students need opportunities not just to hear explanations given to them by experts (teachers, books,
computer programs), but they also need to practice using ideas themselves to gain confidence in their use and through
this process develop ways of thinking (Driver and et al., 1998). In the light of these explanations it can be stated that,
argumentation is a powerful vehicle for developing the higher order thinking (Jimenez-Aleixandre & Erduran, 2007).
Perkins (1992) emphasized that ‘learning is a consequence of thinking’ which can be interpreted as learners are active
thinkers about what they are learning and when it is thought that argumentation process consisted of different thinking
ways, argumentation is one of key to learn scientific concepts by using thinking.
Methodology
Research Goal
This study is based on pretest-posttest control group quasi-experimental research design in which the researcher seeks
out effects of treatment on the independent groups which are assigned as experimental and control groups (Cothari,
2004). This research is structured to see the effects of the learning activities based on argumentation on 7 th graders’
conceptual understandings and perception about establishing thinking friendly classroom environment. The control
and experimental groups are assigned randomly. The experimental design of study is presented in Table 1.

Groups
Experimental Group
(N=19)
Control Group
(N=20)

Table 1. Experimental Design of the Research
Pre-tests
Treatment
T1, T2
Learning Activities Based on Argumentation
T1, T2

Regular Science Education depending on Turkish
Science and Technology Curriculum (2005)

Post-tests
T1, T2, T3
T1, T2

T1: Force and Motion Concept Test, T2:Thinking Friendly Classroom Scale, T3: Semi-Structured Interview
Sample
The participants of this research are 7th graders of a secondary school in one of the cities located on the north west of
Turkey. A total of thirty nine 7th grade students (N=20 in experimental and N=19 in control groups) took place in the
research. Before the research, experimental group students had argumentation preparation courses about how to
conduct practices in the activities and also how to use components of argumentation process.
Data Collection Tools
Force and Motion Concept Test, Thinking Friendly Classroom Scale and semi-structured interviews were used for
collecting data in this research. The instruments were given to students at the beginning and at the end of the “Force
and Motion” unit.
Force and Motion Concept Test: In order to determine students’ conceptual understanding levels before and after the
treatment, 7th Grade Force and Motion Unit Concept Test (FMCT) which was developed by Yildiz (2008) was used in
the research. FMCT has 18 two-tier item with KR-20 reliability coefficient of 0.77. The first part of FMCT has multiple
choice items which include answer of the question and distractors. The aim of this part is to decide student’s factual
knowledge. The second part of FMCT includes reasons of the student’s answers were given in the first part. These
reasons were formed of true response and identified misconceptions. So the second part shows student’s mental
models about concept and explanatory knowledge. In this part, in addition the multiple choices, there is also facility for
students to express different opinions as “In my opinion…” as the last choice of this part. The student’s answers of first
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and second part were considered in scoring of the test items. According to this, if the chosen choice shows
misconception in both parts, this answer is scored as 1 point. If student answers first part as correct but second part as
false, this answer is scored as 0 point. Lastly, if student chose correct choices in both parts, this answer is coded as 0
point. In this case, the highest score of this test is 18 point and the lowest score is 0 point. While the higher score shows
that student has high misconceptions, the lower score shows that student has low misconceptions.
Thinking Friendly Classroom Scale: In this research, the purpose of using ‘Thinking Friendly Classroom Scale (TFCS)’ is
to figure out student’s behaviors about learning thinking and how teaching strategies, methods and techniques support
thinking in their science courses. TFCS has 3 sections as “Teacher Behaviors of Developing Thinking”, “Student
Behaviors of Developing Thinking” and “Thinking Disruptive Behaviors” which was developed Doganay & Sari (2012)
and internal consistency for each section is 0.89, 0.82 and 0.69 and 0.89 for whole scale. TFCS is likert-type rating scale
(1.Never, 2.Sometimes, 3.Usually, 4.Always) and has 30 items (six of items are negative and twenty four of items are
positive). When the 6 items of “Thinking Disruptive Behaviors” section reverse about scoring, the highest score of test
is 120 and the least score of test is 30. The higher score of scale shows that the classroom environment has positive
features about student’s thinking.
Semi-Structured Interviews: In order to support quantitative data of students’ conceptual changes and thoughts about
thinking friendly classroom environment more detailed data were collected and analyzed through qualitative ways.
Semi-structured views developed by the researcher had been actualized with six students from experiment group.
Interview questions are formed in 2 different sections (1.Thinking Friendly Classroom Environment and 2.Force and
Motion Unit). There were five questions in the interview totally. These questions were reorganized in accordance with
opinions of three science teachers and two masters from science education field. Lastly, the researcher conducted pilot
interview with three students who had already given regular instruction about 7th Force and Motion Unit in order to
overcome problems about understanding questions.
Procedure
During the instruction, while the experimental group received argumentation based learning activities, the control
group received teaching activities in Turkish Science and Technology Curriculum by the same instructor (the science
teacher) for five weeks. Before the instruction, researcher gave some information to the teacher about what the
argumentation is, how the process of argumentation progresses, what the importance of this research is and how the
teacher should guide to the students in argumentation process for three times. In addition to this training, “Teacher
Guidance Material” was prepared to help instructor about activities and how the activities could be applied in
experimental group.
Treatment in Experimental and Control Groups
Before the instruction, FMCT and TFCS were applied to experimental and control groups. There was an activity about
what argumentation is, how the process of argumentation is, argumentation model and argumentation components in
experimental group. The instructor used activity papers which were prepared for the students and activity paper were
collected end of the course in the experimental group. The researcher had kept in touch with the instructor about
lessons and had given information about following lessons for the experimental group. The instructor carried out
lessons with the teaching activities in Turkish Science and Technology Curriculum. After the instruction, FMCT and
TFCS were applied to experimental and control groups. According to results of FMCT, the semi-structured interviews
carried out with six students having a variety of conceptual understanding (low, medium and high) from experimental
group.
Analyzing of Data
Two kinds of data were analyzed in different ways. Firstly the analysis of data collected through each quantitative data
collection tool was analyzed by Shapiro-Wilk Test in order to test whether the data display normal probability plots
(Buyukozturk, 2011; George & Mallery 2010; Tabachnick & Fidell, 2013). Therefore Independent Samples T-Test was
used comparing experimental and control groups’ pre and posttests and Paired Samples T-Test was used comparing
experimental group’s pre and posttests and control group’s pre and posttests.
For the analysis of data from interviews coding categories were developed. Therefore primarily coding categories and
definitions of these categories in literature were examined. The categories for the Thinking Friendly Classroom
Features were formed by the researcher. In order to reach concepts and relationships which explain collected data,
content analysis was used (Yildirim & Simsek, 2013). To this end, firstly collected data was conceptualized and
afterwards organized. According to new concepts and the themes which explained the data.
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The interview questions belong to thinking friendly classroom features are placed in 3 categories. These are Teacher
Behaviors Develop Thinking, Student Behaviors Develop Thinking and Behaviors Affect Thinking. After content analyses
had done with available data, significant parts in data were express with a word or sentence. In ‘Teacher Behaviors
Develop Thinking’ category, get opinion, use evidence, let student interaction, provide to use scientific process skills,
respect and show tolerance and give example codes were constituted. In ‘Student Behaviors Develop Thinking’
category, attend and express himself in activities and argumentation easily in the course, justify answers with
experiments, justify answers with using daily observations and examples justify answers with the knowledge has been
learnt in books and journals, justify answers with knowledge they have learnt from other codes were constituted. In
‘Behaviors Affect Thinking’ category, refrain from classmates while expressing thoughts, use experiments and formulas
to solve difficult questions, ask help from teachers or experts to solve difficult questions or subjects they wonder about,
use argumentation to take information for difficult questions or curious things, search difficult questions or curious
things on the web, teacher care student’s thoughts, teacher care thoughts which are memorized from books, express
homework nettably codes were constituted. Subsequently, one of the researchers described data in different parts of
interview in same category and code and presented this information which is associated with each other according to
emerging concept or category. The other researcher also conducted the data analysis apart from the first researcher.
They both typed the codes separately for all of the 6 students interviewed. For the reliability of the procedure the level
of agreement between the coding of the two researchers. The calculation results about thinking friendly classroom
environment features for each student indicated [S1 (93%), S2 (87%), S3 (81%), S4 (91%), S5 (88%), S6 (81%)] quite
reliable according to Ryan and Bernard (2000) who claim the criterion of correspondence percentage must be higher
than .70. In this instance, it can be said that the data of interviews is coded reliably.
In order to analyze the data, the rubric developed by Yildiz (2008) was used after revision. The original rubric has 5
categories for classifying students conceptual understanding as Table 2. In addition to these categories “no idea”
category was added by the researchers for addressing the “empty” response.
Table 2. The Categories for Questions in Force and Motion Unit
Categories

Explanations

Complete Scientific Understanding (CSU)

The response of student corresponds to an opinion which
is scientifically accurate and all descriptions of this opinion
must reflect the right response’s all components.

Partial Scientific Understanding (PSU)

The response is accurate scientifically however
descriptions don’t reflect some components of right
response.

Two-Way Understanding (TWU)

The response of student includes scientific truths as well
as there are components which show that student has got
misunderstanding.

Misunderstanding (M)

The response shows that the student constructs inaccurate
descriptions scientifically to explain phenomenon about
force and motion unit.

Non-Question Descriptions (NQD)

The response is scientific but there isn’t any description
about the question.

No Idea (NI)

There aren’t any responses for the phenomenon about
force and motion unit.

In order to provide reliability of data analysis of students’ conceptual understanding, two researchers’ separate
classifying process was compared through the level of agreement. The level of agreement percentages between two
researchers were S1 (93%), S2 (91%), S3 (87%), S4 (90%), S5 (91%), S6 (91%). Miles & Huberman (1994) states that
it is enough for the reliability of data to find correspondence percentage higher than 0.70.
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Findings / Results
The results of descriptive statistics conducted at the beginning of analysis is given in Table 3. Some students’ responses
to instruments were missing so these responses were not evaluated.
Table 3. Descriptive Statistics Related to FMCT and TFCS scores
Experimental Group
Control Group
Pre
Post
Pre
Post
Scores on FMCT
N
16
16
15
15
Mean
8.56
8.00
9.33
9.00
SD
2.22
1.96
2.35
1.36
Skewness
0.43
-0.66
-0.729
-0.78
Kurtosis
-1.09
-0.68
0.381
0.19
Scores on TFCS
N
20
20
18
18
Mean
95.95
99.15
87.39
86.44
SD
1.58
1.35
1.14
1.56
Skewness
-0.95
-0.72
0.63
0.19
Kurtosis
1.09
0.09
-0.01
-1.25
Table 3 indicates basic descriptive statistics related to the pre and post FMCT and TFCS scores. The highest score that
might be obtained from FMCT is 18. As mentioned in the methods part, the higher score shows that the student has
more misconceptions. The mean FMCT score of experimental group was smaller than that of the control group in the
pretest as well as in the posttest. The mean scores of both groups were decreased to some degree from the pretest to
posttest. The mean score decrease for the experimental group (8.56-8.00) was 0.56 and the mean decrease for the
control group (9.33-9.00) was 0.33. The highest score that might be obtained from TFCS would be 120. This high score
shows that the features of classroom environment are positive in terms of thinking. The mean TFCS score of the
experimental group was higher than that of the control group both in the pretest and the posttest. The mean increase
for the experimental group (99.15-95.95) was 3.2 and the mean increase for the control group (86.44-87.39) was -0.95.
These results showed that experimental group increased the TFCS score whereas control group decreased. All
skewness and kurtosis values were in the acceptable range known as the skewness and kurtosis values are expected as
near -1.5 and 1.5 respectively for a normal distribution (Tabachnick & Fidell 2013). In order to determine if there were
significant differences between experimental and control groups in pre and posttests of FMCT and TFCS, ‘Independent
Samples T-Test’ was used to compare the groups. The results are given in Table 4.

Groups
FMCT Results
N
Mean
S
sd
t
p
TFCS Results
N
Mean
S
sd
t
p

Table 4. Independent Samples T-Test’s Results for FMCT and TFCS
Pretest
Posttest
Experimental
Control
Experimental

Control

16
8.56
2.22
29
.94
.36

15
9.33
2.35

16
8.00
1.97
29
1.64
.11

15
9.00
1.36

20
95.95
15.82
36
1.89
0.07

18
87.38
11.44

20
99.15
13.52
36
2.69
0.01*

18
86.44
15.62

Table 4 shows that there isn’t significant difference between experimental and control groups in FMCT pretests
(t(29)=0.94, p>.05). This situation shows that prior to instruction both groups had similar misconceptions. According
to posttest results of FMCT, there isn’t significant difference statistically although both groups (progress of the
experiment group is better than that of the control group according to decreases of means) advanced and decreased
misconceptions. TFCS pretest results show that there isn’t significant difference between the groups so in the beginning
of the instruction experiment and control groups had similar views about thinking friendly classroom features. There is
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a significant difference between experiment and control groups in TFCS posttest results (t(36)=2.69, p<.05). After
instruction, experiment group’s evaluation scores ( X =99.15) advanced more than that of control group ( X =86.44).
The effect size is calculated by using t-test results and found .167 and so 17% (large effect size) of the variance which is
found in TFCS is bound up with learning activities based on argumentation approximately. And Cohen d is .87 and this
shows that the difference between TFCS means scores of experimental and control groups is .87 standard deviation.
The results of t-test for controlling if there is a significant difference between pre and posttest of FMCT and TFCS is
given Table 5.

Groups

Table 5. Paired Samples T-Test’s Results for FMCT and TFCS
Experimental
Pre
Post
Pre
FMCT Results
N
Mean
S
sd
t
p
TFCS Results
N
Mean
S
sd
t
p

Control
Post

16
8.56
2.22
15
.84
.41

16
8.00
197

15
9.33
2.35
14
.46
.65

15
9.00
1.36

20
95.95
15.82
19
-0.832
.41

20
99.15
13.51

18
87.39
13.52
17
0.182
.90

18
86.44
15.62

In Table 5, it is found that there isn’t any significant difference between pre and posttest results of experimental group’s
scores in FMCT (t(15)=0.84, p>.05). Whereas the mean score of experimental group before the instruction ( X = 8.56),
it decreased to X =8.00 end of the instruction. According to FMCT results of control group, there isn’t significant
difference between pre and posttests of the group, either (t(14)=0.46, p>.05). In the beginning of the instruction, the
mean of experiment group was X =9.33 while it was X =9.00 end of the instruction. In TFCS results, there isn’t
significant difference between pre and posttests of experiment group (t(19)=-0.832, p>.05). There isn’t significant
difference between pre and posttests of control group, either (t(17)=0.182, p>.05). Whereas the mean of experiment
group was X =95.95 before the instruction, it was X =99.15 end of the instruction. Although there isn’t a significant
difference, posttest scores of experiment group were increased as compared to pretest so it can be said that the views
of experiment group about thinking friendly classroom features were developed positively. However TFCS posttest
results were less than that of pretest and this means that control group’s views were developed negatively.
In order to examine effects of learning activities based on argumentation on students’ conceptual understandings and
views about thinking friendly classroom features more detailed, six students from experimental group were
interviewed. Responses of students about thinking friendly classroom features and result of analyses were given in
Table 6. Categories which were used in the examination of interviews and creation stages were explained in the method
part of the research.
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Student Behaviors

Teacher
Behaviors

Behaviors Affecting Thinking

Student Behaviors Develop
Thinking

Teacher Behaviors
Develop Thinking

Table 6. Codes, Frequencies and Student’s Views for Thinking Friendly Classroom Features Part of the Interview
CATEGOR
CODES
Student Views
IES
f
%
10 31
- Respect and show tolerance
9
28 S1:..explained us the subject what we didn’t
- Let student interaction
7
22 understand with the example…
- Get opinion
S3:…he respects and tolerance…
-Provide to use scientific process skills
4
13
S4:… while we argue, everybody says each other, take
1
3 help…
- Use evidence
1
3 S2: ...He usually asked our opinions. He said to us you
-Give Examples
could say everything…
39 10
Total
0
- Attend and express himself in
7 32
activities and argumentation easily in
S1:… For example he makes us do experiment….
the course
S2:.. If someone doesn’t know something, I can prove it
- Justify answers with experiments
6 27 by doing experiment or if I have knowledge about that
- Justify answers with using daily
6 27 subject, I tell…
observations and examples
S3: … By telling to him. If there are pictures, I use these
pictures by proving…
- Justify answers with the knowledge
2 9
S4: … I prove with my observations on the subject….
has been learnt in books and journals
S6: … for example if I read something from a book or a
- Justify answers with the knowledge
1 5
journal, I show this as a proof. I can say I read this in
they have learnt from other
22 10 this book or this journal…
Total
0
- Ask help from teachers or
experts to solve difficult
9
21 S4:… We take help from friends because we do
questions or subjects they
activities with group…
wonder (+)
S3:…We have a group. We think together with friends
and try to explain problem…
- Use argumentation to take
information for difficult
7
16 S4:… I ask to teacher. I search on the web. Another… I
use our course book…
questions or curious things (+)
- Search difficult questions or
4
9 S1:… For example our teacher says us to take notes, he
says the pages, he asks us to explore that subject, we
curious things on the web (+)
- Refrain from classmates while 4
9 explore…
S2:… First of all he wants us to state what we
expressing thoughts (-)
- Use experiments and formulas 2
5 understood. For example he ask someone firstly, he
explains later…
to solve difficult questions (+)
S6:… because even if my every words are wrong or
- Express homework nettably
(+)
10 23 right, he answer and also he cares our thoughts not
memorizing knowledge from books…
7
16
- Care student’s thoughts (+)
(*(+)=Codes state positive behaviors, (-)=Codes state
negative behaviors.)
43 10
Total
0
Table 6 shows that in teacher behaviors develop thinking category students stated that their teacher show ‘respect and
show tolerance (31%), let student interaction (28%) and get opinion’ behaviors mostly. Student’s statements devoted
to these behaviors are like these: “S1: He is never angry. But he cares our thoughts…; S2: He usually shows tolerance to us.
He never gets angry with us. More precisely he behaves caressingly…; S3: He respect and show tolerance our different
thoughts…”. Students expressions about how their teacher provides opportunities to their cooperation are like these:
“S5: we have a group in which we are 5 persons…; S3: He sometimes helps our group. He tells what we don’t understand.
Firstly he shows the experiment how it would be done, later we try to do experiment…”. Besides the responses of the
students about how the teacher asks student’s thoughts are like these: “S2: He helps so much about my thinking. He has
usually asked our thoughts. He said us to say what we think about. I improved my thinking in this way…”. However ‘use
evidence (3%)’, ‘give example (3%) and ‘provide to use scientific process skills (13%) behaviors which play a part in
instruction based on argumentation which is come to the fore in MEB (2013) curriculum are not used sufficiently by
teacher according to student’s expressions. Student’s statements for these behaviors which were used insufficiently by
teacher are like these: “S1: …For example we pushed two balls from different heights. First of all I thought which one
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would come first, later I tried…; S3: …For instance he explained a subject which we didn’t understand by exemplifying…; S4:
…For example, when I solved the problems, he asked me to use evidences and so I solve problems by using evidence…”.
In students behaviors develop thinking category, students state that they attend and express themselves in activities
and argumentation easily in the course (32%); they justify answers with experiments (27%) and they justify answers
with using daily observations and examples (27%). Expressions of students who state that they attend and express
themselves in activities and argumentation easily in the course are like these: “S1: …For example my thought is different
and that of my friend is different, either. It is same for our group, too. So I am trying to prove that my idea is right…; S2: Yes
I express my thoughts easily. Our teacher gives opportunities every time to us…; S3: …For instance, he said that we would
do exercises about argumentation. Everyone asked what it is. He asked us to search about it. We searched and explained in
the course. Then, he explained and exemplified argumentation. He wanted us to say a claim later he said his own claim. We
found evidences of his claim. Ever group said different opinions. We could talk easily…”. Statements of students who
express that they justify with experiments and also daily observations and examples are like these: “S2: I am not good at
explaining my evidences but I could guess end of the experiment. For example, if someone doesn’t know the subject, I could
prove by doing experiment or if I have enough knowledge about the subject I can share this…; S4:… firstly I suggest a claim
later I predict on the subject and I prove with my old observations…”.
In student behaviors affecting thinking category, most of students stated that they ask help from teachers or experts to
solve difficult questions or subjects they wonder (21%), they use argumentation to take information for difficult
questions or curious things (16%) and they refrain from classmates while expressing thoughts (9%). It show
parallelism with the aim of the research that the students use argumentation to take information for difficult questions
or curious things. It has an important role for student’s thinking that students bandy out a claim in activities based on
argumentation, justify their claims, produce more claims, use rebuttals. The students stated their thoughts about these
behaviors affecting their thinking like these: “S4: …One of my group friends suggests a claim then everyone tell their own
evidences and make co-decision…; S3: …We had a group and we were trying to explain the subject by putting head
together, we eliminate wrong claims…”. The causes of refraining from classmates while expressing thoughts can be lack
of self-confidence, thinking classmates ridicule with himself or having difficulties while expressing what he knows.
Students state their thought on this subject like these: “S5: …For example I couldn’t ask because my friends would say why
I ask this question or they would say that it is easy question when I ask…; S6:..I cannot ask because there are more clever
students than us. They always know the right answers so I don’t want to say my own opinion because they would
underestimate my intelligence…”. When the codes were analyzed in teacher behaviors affecting thinking, students stated
that the teacher cares student’s thoughts (23%) and express homework nettably (14%). Student’s thoughts belong
these responses are like these: “S1:…Firstly he waits us to tell what we understand. For example he asks someone then he
tell the subject…; S2:…He sometime gives a schedule for homework and sometimes explain by writing on the board or
talking. When I don’t understand, he explains gently…; S5:…even if my every word is wrong or right, he explains properly
and he has explained that we should talk with our own thoughts not with the memorizing knowledge…”.
The categories which are given in Table 7 were used while analyzing responses of students to questions devoted to
Force and Motion Unit. The distributions of student’s responses were given in Table 7 after review.
Table 7. Codes and Frequencies for ‘Conceptual Understanding’ Part of the Interview
CSU
PSU
TWU
M
NQD
SUBJECTS

NI

Total

f/%

f/%

f/%

f/%

f/%

f/%

f/%

f:16

f:0

f: 2

f: 0

f: 0

f: 0

f: 18

% 89

%0

% 11

%0

%0

%0

% 100

f:8

f:0

f:4

f:5

f: 0

f: 0

f:18

%44

%0

% 28

% 28

%0

%0

% 100

f: 14

f: 6

f: 3

f: 0

f: 1

f: 0

f: 24

% 58

% 25

% 12

%0

%4

%0

% 100

Impact-Reaction Force at Springs

Work

Gravity Potential Energy, Kinetic Energy,
Conversion of Energy
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Table 7: Continued
SUBJECTS

CSU

PSU

TWU

M

NQD

NI

Total

f/%

f/%

f/%

f/%

f/%

f/%

f/%

f: 3

f: 0

f: 2

f: 0

f: 1

f: 0

f: 6

% 50

%0

% 34

%0

% 16

%0

% 100

f:43

f:3

f:0

f: 18

f: 0

f: 2

f: 66

% 65

%5

%0

% 27

%0

%3

% 100

f: 13

f: 4

f: 3

f: 3

f: 0

f: 1

f: 24

% 54

% 17

% 13

% 13

%0

%3

% 100

Elasticity Potential Energy

Simple Machines

Frictional Force Cause Energy Loss

CSU: Complete Scientific Understanding, PSU: Partial Scientific Understanding, TWU: Two Way Understanding, M:
Misconception, NQD: Non-Question Description, NI: No Idea
The questions for conceptual understanding part were categorized according to the titles of subjects and three
questions were asked to students about ‘Impact-Reaction Force at Springs’ subject. The responses of students were
analyzed almost as scientifically accurate (89%). Some student’s responses in CSU category are like these: “S1: …It is
opposite. Orhan applies the force leftward and the spring apply force rightward. Both forces are equal. The spring is
strained much more. It stores more energy and it apply more force…; S5: …The force which Orhan applies to the spring and
the force which the spring applies to Orhan are equal. Because we compress more to the string, it applies more force…”. In
the same subject, 11 percent of student’s responses include scientific truths as well as there are statements which show
that student has got misunderstanding. The responses in TWU category are like these: “S2:…Size of forces is equal.
Because how he compresses the spring strongly, the spring respond with the same force. But when we think the spring’s
thickness and kind, the spring’s force can be different…; S3:…The forces are same. Because Orhan apply the force to spring,
his force passes to spring and spring response to him with the same strength.”
When the responses of students to three questions about ‘Work’ subject were analyzed, 44 percent of students took
place in CSU category. The statements of students in this category are like these: “S5: …to do work physically, force and
direction of movement must be in the same direction. The vase moves from up to down and it does work because force and
movement are in the same direction…; S4: …It doesn’t do work because there isn’t movement in the force direction…”. 28
percent of students took place in TWU category in which the student’s response can be accepted scientifically accurate
but there some expressions which show student have got misconception. Some statements of this category are like
these: “S4: …It doesn’t because there isn’t movement in the direction of force. It means that movement isn’t in the direction
of force…; S2: …While she lifts up the vase, she does work but while she winds down, direction of force is up but direction of
movement is down so there isn’t any work…; S1: Does she hold the vase up, right? She makes the vase to move to down so
she doesn’t do work. For example, if we go up with our bag, we do work because we carry the bag, our burden goes up, too.
The directions of force and motion should be same in order to do work. I think in this way…”. There are student’s
expressions in which the students construct inaccurate descriptions scientifically to explain the questions ‘Work’
subject. 28 percent of student’s responses are in M category: “S3:…There was an example which was given by the teacher.
I compare with that situation. ‘Walk with the bag on your hand’, it is same with this. She takes then puts, I don’t think she
does work. Because the condition of doing work is that object must move…”
In ‘Gravity Potential Energy, Kinetic Energy, Conversion of Energy’ subject, 58 percent of student’s responses are
scientifically accurate so they are in CSU category; 25 percent of student’s responses are scientifically accurate but
there are some deficiencies so they are in PSU category; 12 percent of student’s responses include scientific truths as
well as some statements show misunderstanding so they are in TWU category and lastly 4 percent of student’s
responses are scientifically accurate but they aren’t related to question so these responses are in NQD category. Some
responses of students for this subject are like these: “S3:…While the athlete goes up, his kinetic energy converse to gravity
potential energy. Gravity potential energy is about height. Kinetic energy is about motion…While he is going up, his kinetic
energy decrease but his potential energy increase (PSU)…; S1: While the athlete was running leftward, he had kinetic
energy because he has got force and burden (TWU)…; S5:…In the first part of picture, I don’t think athlete has any energy
because he doesn’t do work. The ability to do work is energy (NQD)…”
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In ‘Elasticity Potential Energy’ subject, 50 percent of the responses of students is in CSU category, 34 percent of
responses is in TWU category and 16 percent of responses is in NQD category: “S1:…The ball which is 20 kilogram goes
higher. Because the ball is heavy and it applies more force so it goes higher than the other ball which is 10 kilogram
(TBA)…; S2:…Now their masses are different but the ball 20 kilogram push the string much more and goes faster but the
other ball is lighter so I think this ball can go to the same height, either. I think both of them go to the same height because
the heavier one push the spring more strongly but the other is lighter and so it can reach the other one (TWU)…; S3:…The
ball 10 kilogram goes higher than other one because it is lighter than other one. When spring is compressed, the ball goes
higher (NQD)…”
In ‘Simple Machine’ subject, 65 percent of student’s responses is in CSU category, 5 percent of responses is in PSU
category, 27 percent of responses is scientifically unacceptable so it is M category and 3 percent of student’s responses
is in NI category because they don’t have any idea about question. Some statements of students are like these: “S1:…If
we put the support bar the side of elephant, the height which elephant goes would be less because the burden bar gets
smaller (CSU)…; S5:…The simple machine we used provides convenience on work subject. For example if there isn’t lever,
the mouse wouldn’t raise the elephant because of its weight. The mouse applies less force with this machine (PSU)…; S2:
…The simple machine we used provides energy economy. The mouse has to apply more force in order to raise elephant.
Because the support part is getting smaller, it uses less force (M)…”
In ‘Frictional Force Cause Energy Loss’ subject, the student’s responses to four questions were analyzed and 54 percent
of responses is scientifically accurate so it is in CSU category, 17 percent of responses in PSU category, 13 percent of
responses include scientific truths as well as misunderstandings so it is in TWU category,13 percent of responses is in
M category in which there are scientifically inaccurate descriptions and lastly 3 percent of responses is in NI category
because students didn’t state any opinion. Student’s statements are like these: “S4: …The cause of wheel’s warming after
Burak drove the car is frictional force. Because the wheel rubs the road, kinetic energy converses heat energy (CSU)…; S1:
…After the car has gone for a while, the cause of car’s stoppage is frictional force. I think that frictional force affect object’s
mass so objects stop (PSU)…; S3: …The cause of car’s stoppage is that car’s energy can be over or it goes very slowly
(TWU)…; S1: …When the car stopped after it has gone for a while, its energy has lost, not converse (M)…”
In the above, when the student’s responses were analyzed, students generally learnt the Force and Motion Unit
however there are some indicators which show some of students have different misconceptions.
Discussion and Conclusion
The current study investigated the effectiveness of learning activities based on argumentation on students’ conceptual
understanding and establishing thinking friendly classroom environment. The descriptive statistics results showed that
the learning activities based on argumentation improved the mean FMCT scores of experiment group more than control
group as both groups were increased their scores to some degree from the pretest to posttest and the mean increase
was higher for the experimental group (Table 3). And also the mean TFCS scores of experiment group is developed
more than control group however, while experiment group increase their score to some degree from the pretest to
posttest, control group decreased their score to some degree from pretest to posttest. It may be claimed that, learning
activities based on argumentation made increase experiment group’s FMCT and TFCS scores.
Following the descriptive statistics, when the comparison for scores of FMCT and TFCS are examined for statistical
significance (Table 4), it is seen that learning activities based on argumentation made significant effect on establishing
thinking friendly classroom environment but no significant effect on students’ conceptual understandings. The effect
size is .167 and so 17% (large effect size) of the variance which is found in TFCS is bound up with learning activities
based on argumentation approximately. And Cohen d is .87 and this shows that the difference between TFCS means
scores of experimental and control groups is .87 standard deviation. In other words, learning activities based on
argumentation significantly affected the experimental group’s TFCS scores by comparison with control group.
The result of this study regarding the conceptual understanding has similarities with the previous researches. For
example, Cinar (2013), studying with 5th graders about effects of argumentation to students’ learning products, found
that there isn’t significant difference regarding conceptual understanding between experimental and control groups
end of the research. Kaya (2009), in her study she researched scientific argumentation based teaching on primary
school students’ conceptual understandings and found that there isn’t significant difference between three teaching
methods ‘Traditional Teaching’, ‘Inquiry-Based Teaching’ and ‘Scientific Argumentation-Based Teaching’ learning acids
and bases subject. However there are studies which show that argumentation applications help students to improve
their conceptual understandings (Chen & She, 2012; Kaya, 2013; Sekerci, 2013; Tekeli, 2009). Okumus (2012) and
Kucuk (2012) who searched learning method based on argumentation on students’ conceptual understandings in
States of Matter and Heat Unit, found out that students in experimental group improve that much more than students in
control group. Moreover Chen & She (2012) studied effects of argumentation applications on students’ conceptual
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understandings and arguments of experimental group and they found that experiment group’s conceptual
understandings and arguments better than that of control group.
The interview’s results with 6 students from experimental group regarding conceptual understandings were
investigated and when students’ responses were analyzed, 63 percent of them was in CSU, 9 percent of them was in
PSU, 9 percent of them was in TWU, 16 percent of them is was in M, 1 percent of them was in NQD and 2 percent of
them was in NI categories. In the light of these findings, students mostly have misconceptions in ‘Work, Simple
Machines and Frictional Force Cause Energy Loss’ subjects. For example, Yilmaz (2001) investigated students’
misconceptions in mechanic subjects and found out that students mostly had misconceptions in frictional force.
Besides, ErduranAvci and et al. (2012) studied with pre service science teachers to determine misconceptions in ‘Work’
subject and they found some misconceptions like ‘simple machines provide savings in work, if the force is more, work is
more, either, if the spent energy is more, work is more, either…’ which are similar misconceptions found in this
research. Most researches emphasize that many different methods can eliminate misconceptions but misconception
can never be resolved (Aydin, 2008; Genc, 2008; Gunaydin, 2010; Keles, 2007; Secer, 2008; Sahin, 2010; Ozsevgec,
2007; Tokiz, 2013).
The results related to thinking friendly classroom features are in conflict with Doganay & Yuce’s (2010) research result
in which he searched that how the verbal expressions and questions used by an instructor in the courses effect
students’ thinking skills and it concluded that instructors are disqualified for making students to gain thinking skills
because they don’t ask questions improving thinking. Besides Gelen (1999) evaluated instructors’ sufficiencies on
bringing students thinking skills and their application levels of solving problem, decision process, asking questions,
critical and creative thinking in courses and although instructors thought that they were qualified bringing students
these skills, they were unsuccessful in application in courses.
The results of interviews with 6 students regarding opinions about thinking friendly classroom features were stated in
different categories. In ‘Teaching Behaviors Develop Thinking’ category, while teacher mostly shows give examples
(26%) behavior, he rarely shows use evidence (2%) behavior which is important for argumentation activities. In
‘Student Behaviors Develop Thinking’ category, whereas students state that they mostly show attend and express
themselves in activities and argumentation easily in the course (32%), justify answers with using daily observations
and examples (27%) or with experiments (27%), they rarely show justify answers with the knowledge they have learnt
from other (5%). This result is important in terms of purpose of science education because explain the responses with
strong justifications (MEB, 2013). In ‘Behaviors Affecting Thinking’ category, students state that they usually refrain
from their classmates while expressing their thoughts (9%) which affect their thinking mostly. These results are
supported many researches from literature. For example Bell (1997), searched how argument representations can
make student thinking visible, found out that the software based on argumentation promote individual-focused
learning by thinking about the topic in general terms, students learnt how to construct their argument in specific terms
and also it promoted expressing their own ideas.
The study may be concluded that learning activities based on argumentation are useful for students to gain thinking
behaviors and also revealed those students’ opinions and encountered obstacles and external behaviors affecting their
thinking in science courses. In this study, students’ conceptual understanding didn’t improve significantly in terms of
statistic. But when the Table 2 is checked, it is seen that students reduce their misconceptions according to descriptive
analysis results. Therefore, it may take some more time for students to reconceptualize or lose their misconceptions
through argumentation learning. As a method of teaching, learning activities based on argumentation not only make
gain student thinking skills and improve conceptual understand, it also helps students how to conduct a discuss, how to
justify their opinions, how to talk confidently which they will use in their future lives.
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